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ABSTRACT 
 

In recent years, sensor networks are often deployed in several geographical regions to study certain 

phenomena. In this case, it may therefore happen that it is necessary to send a message to all the nodes of 

one or more regions for example to ask them to go into sleep mode. This problem is known in the literature 

as geographical routing (geocast). Several works have been proposed to solve this problem. In this paper 

we propose an energy-efficient and secured geocast protocol for a WSN deployed in space with data 

guarantee delivery to all nodes placed in one or more geocast regions. Our protocol consists of two major 

parts which are complementary and in addition of being secured, it is energy-efficient due to the fact that 

few messages are exchanged between the sensors during the first part of the algorithm. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

A Wireless Sensor Network is an ad hoc network constituted of several sensors collaborating 

each other in order to supervise or to collect data in a certain zone for analysis by an end user. 

Sensors composing the network generally have weak capacities of memory and energy, the access 

to the medium radio being the most expensive element in energy [1].  In these networks, security 

and the energy conservation are two important and necessary aspects to consider. Particularly, 

security allows making sure that such a network will not be subject to attacks which concern the 

reading, the modification and the destruction of the information whereas the energy conservation 

allows to extend the network lifetime since the energy of nodes sensors is extremely limited [2]. 

The applications of these types of networks are numerous and varied and once deployed, the 

sensors must work independently [3]. The protocols set up must therefore minimize the energy 

consumption of the sensors in order to ensure a long service life of the network.  
 

In such systems, there is often a need to send a message to sensor nodes located in multiple 

geographic regions [4]. For example, in the medical field, sensors can be placed on all patients in 

a hospital to measure the blood pressure of each patient. Thus, by means of a computer, it is 

possible to send a message to all the sensors to collect the necessary data on all the patients and 

send them to the base station. Another example is presented in [4] in the context of smart city 

projects.  
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The underlying problem is the sending of a message from a source to one or multiple geographic 

regions; that means to all sensors located in one of those regions or to all sensors located in all 

those regions (geocast). Most of the works that are done to solve this problem focus on sending 

messages to a single node, to a set of nodes or to a single geographic region [4]. However, some 

are interested in geocast with several regions, but are realized in the plan and do not integrate 

security.  
 

In this paper we propose a method of transmitting information that guarantees data delivery to 

each sensor located in one or several specific regions of a network. Indeed, we propose a protocol 

which is secured and energy-efficient which performs in two stages: the first stage is devoted to 

the clustering of the network into clusters in which CHs are elected and in the second stage we 

present a geocast protocol which is secured and energy-efficient.  
 

The paper continues as follows: in section 2 we present the various works dealing with the 

geocast problem; in Section 3, we present our contribution to solving the problem of geocast in 

multiple regions; in section 4, we analyse security issues, Section 5 presents some experimental 

results. A conclusion with open problems ends the paper. 
 

2. RELATED WORKS 
 

The most obvious approach to implement the geocasting is the use of flooding. The BS sends a 

message to all its neighbours, who transmit it to their neighbours and so on, until all the sensors 

of the geocast region are affected and have the knowledge of the message. But this approach 

inferred several problems such as network overload, collisions, etc. In [4] a good classification is 

done in order to regroup the works presented in the state of the art in different categories. 
 

2.1. Geocasting to a Set of Nodes 
 

Several solutions in the literature support the delivery of a message from a source node to a set of 

destination nodes where geo-localisation of each node is known. Among these solutions, the one 

of Sanchez J. and al [5] called GMR protocol divides the destination group into subgroups and for 

each forwarding node, a minimal subset of the node's neighbours that promises most progress 

towards the destinations is selected as the next relay of the packet. A drawback of this protocol is 

that the computation of such a minimal subset is performed at all intermediate relay nodes along 

the routes from the source to all destinations. This is expensive especially when the network 

density is high and the routes are long.  
 

Protocols presented in [5], [6], [7] and [8] consider individual destination sensors while the multi-

region geocast problem considers geocast regions containing many sensors each. Moreover, these 

protocols have been designed for small-scale networks and for a small set of destination (whose 

destination have to be included in the message header). 
 

2.2. Geocasting to a Single Region 
 

In this case, the problem is to deliver data packets from a source to all nodes located in a 

particular geographical region. Thus, the protocol presented in [9] uses flooding with restricted 

flooding zone to deliver data packets to the geocast region. Although flooding zones reduce 

bandwidth usage when compared to conventional flooding, it does not scale in geographically 

large-scale WSN. Moreover, the protocol will fail in the presence of network partitions within the 

flooding zone. 
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In [10], authors present two algorithms: the first GFG (Geographic Forwarding-Geocast) has 

minimal network overhead and is ideal for dense networks. The second GFPG (Geographic-

Forwarding Perimeter-Geocast) guarantees the delivery of packets to all nodes in the geocast 

region when the network is connected and even if the density is not large or the distribution of the 

nodes is irregular with obstacles. They propose to include out-region nodes in packet 

dissemination. GFPG uses face routing on the planar faces intersecting the region border in 

addition to flooding inside the region to reach all nodes.  
 

2.3. Geocasting to Multiple Region 
 

Few works have been done in this category especially [11], [12], [13], [14]. In [12] the work 

relies on flooding to discover routes to the geocast regions using ''route discovery'' and ''route 

reply'' messages. This approach clearly does not scale with network node density and quantity. 

The protocol in [14] geographically partitions the deployment area of the network into disjoint 

and equally sized cells, and performs geocast routing on top of these cells' managers. Again, cell 

management and maintenance should be considered as extra overhead for this protocol. In [4], for 

each forwarding node, a minimal subset of the node's neighbours that promises most progress 

towards the destinations is selected as the next relay of the packet; but contrary to the protocol 

presented in [5], this protocol performs a lighter computation only when a particular condition is 

violated, therefore saving processing resources. In addition, the protocol in [4] is tailored for 

regions located remotely from the source in geographically large-scale sensor networks. 
 

3. OUR CONTRIBUTION: AN ENERGY EFFICIENT AND SECURED GEOCAST 

PROTOCOL IN WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK DEPLOYED IN SPACE (3D) 
 

3.1 ASSUMPTIONS AND NOTATIONS 
 

3.1.1 ASSUMPTIONS 
 

We consider that the stations are static and randomly deployed in space, and each station has an 

ID. Each station is able of being located in the space by using either the GPS(GLOBAL 

POSITIONING SYSTEM), or the triangulation or a system of positioning for an ad hoc network; 

The BS is located in the centre of the network, and it is the only station in which we can trust and 

that we cannot compromise. The network is sufficiently dense; thus each cluster will have at least 

one sensor. 
 

3.1.2 NOTATIONS 
 

Our notations are explained in table 1. 
 

 
Table 1: Notations. 
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3.2 PROTOCOL PHASES 
 

After deployment, the BS computes 

E(a,b,K); that is, it chooses a finite field K and an e

initializes an array T containing the identities of all 

will be used to establish a private key between nodes. The BS generates a key 

all the sensors the following values: ID, 
 

All the messages are coding using the key 
 

3.3 FIRST STAGE: SECURED CLUSTERING PROCE
 

The BS partitions the network into clusters in a 

[15]. 

 

3.3.1 FORMATION OF CROWNS 
 

The integer l is known by all the nodes, e

the identity of its crown. The formation of crowns is secured using the 
 

3.3.2 FORMATION OF HORIZONT
 

The integer m is known by all the nodes, each node must read a string of 

the identity of its horizontal section. Communications are secured using the 

α is given by the theorem 1.  
 

THEOREM 1: In order to permit to each sensor to communicate with his neighbours in 

one hop, the BS broadcasts emissions of angle 

communication radius of a sensor.
 

PROOF: Let us consider the figure 1

BS. Thus, we will use the last crowns 

Let  Ri be the radius of the internal sphere and  R

4πR
2

i+1-4πR
2

i determines the area of the part 

radius of a sensor; then 4πR
2

i+1

communication of a sensor. While simplifying th

(relation 1) 
 

Figure 1.  Determining the value of 
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After deployment, the BS computes the cryptographic parameters using an elliptic curve 

E(a,b,K); that is, it chooses a finite field K and an elliptic curve  y
2
=x

3
+a

2
+b. After that, it 

initializes an array T containing the identities of all the sensors and a point P on the curve that 

e used to establish a private key between nodes. The BS generates a key Kinit

all the sensors the following values: ID, Kinit, E(a,b,K) and P.  

All the messages are coding using the key Kinit during the clustering step. 

RED CLUSTERING PROCEDURE 

twork into clusters in a secure way using the same technique presented in 

 

is known by all the nodes, each node must read a string of log2(l) bits determining 

the identity of its crown. The formation of crowns is secured using the Kinit key.  

ORMATION OF HORIZONTAL SECTIONS 

is known by all the nodes, each node must read a string of log2(m) bits determining 

of its horizontal section. Communications are secured using the Kinit key. The value of 

In order to permit to each sensor to communicate with his neighbours in 

one hop, the BS broadcasts emissions of angle α such as sin(α) = 2/R
2

c. where R

communication radius of a sensor. 

the figure 1; the biggest clusters are those who are far away from the 

BS. Thus, we will use the last crowns to determine the value of α.  

e internal sphere and  Ri+1 be the radius of the external sphere; then 

determines the area of the part coloured in blue. Let Rc be the communication 
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i/4πR
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c  permits to split up the blue part into areas of 

communication of a sensor. While simplifying the precedent operation, we get (R
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Let us consider that this area equals to the area of an isosceles trapezium where a is the small 

base, A is the highest base and H2 is the height. α is the centre angle. The area of this trapezium is 

given by (A+a)*H2/2. Let x=a/2. Then sin(α/2)= x/Ri; therefore a=2*Ri*sin(α/2). In the same 

way, A=2*Ri+1*sin(α/2).  

H2=H-H1 = (Ri+1-Ri)*cos(α/2). Thus the area becomes 

 [(2*Ri+1*sin(α/2) + 2*Ri*sin(α/2))(Ri+1-Ri)*cos(α/2)]/2 = [2*sin(α/2)*cos(α/2)(R
2

i+1-R
2

i))]/2. 

However, 2*sin(α/2)*cos(α/2) = sin(α); the new area is given by: [sin(α)*(R
2

i+1-R
2

i)]/2 (relation 

2).  

While equalling relations 1 and 2, [sin(α)*(R
2

i+1-R
2

i)]/2 = (R
2

i+1-R
2

i)/R
2

c . Then we can conclude 

that sin(\α) = 2/R
2

c. 
 

3.3.3 FORMATION OF VERTICAL SECTIONS 
 

This formation is similar to the one of the horizontal section, always in a secure way and the 

angles are computed as indicated by the theorem 1.  
 

3.3.4 DISCOVERING NEIGHBOURS ALGORITHM 
 

The BS divides each cluster into N cells of radius R in order to determine the communication 

channels to re-use by different clusters according to the formula D=R√(3N) proposed in [16] 

where D is the re-use distance of a channel.  
 

Thereafter, the sensors in each cluster broadcast their coordinates while respecting the CSMA/CA 

protocol [17] in order to avoid collisions. After a reception, each sensor compares these 

coordinates his own; if these are equal, he just adds the transmitter in his neighbour’s list.  
 

3.3.5 CLUSTER HEAD ELECTION IN EACH CLUSTER 
 

Since the precedent steps consumed the same capacities in each sensor, the selected cluster head 

is the sensor having the smallest ID in each cluster. Thereafter, as soon as the energy of the CH 

will be less than a threshold, the CH is re-elected and the sensor having the highest energy will be 

chosen. As soon as the energy of all the sensors will be less than this threshold, a new threshold is 

computed using the average of the energy of all the sensors in a cluster and the re-election 

restarts.  
 

3.3.6 NEW KEYS ESTABLISHMENT 
 

At the end of the previous stage, the BS establishes a new key with each CH (K(BS,CH)), and the 

key K(BS,CH*) used to authenticate communication between the BS and all the CHs. Then, in each 

cluster, the CH establishes the key K(CH,M). Finally, the key Kinit is deleted and communications are 

now secured using the keys K(BS,CH), K(BS,CH*) and K(CH,M).  
 

It is a key exchange in the manner of Diffie and Hellman, that means without communicating 

them directly. Each CH knows E(a,b,K) and P. Then each CH chooses an integer KA and the BS 

chooses an integer KB. Each CH sends to the BS the point KAP of the elliptic curve, and the BS 

sends to all the CH the point KBP. Each CH is therefore able to compute KAKBP; and this value is 

be the same for the BS. This point of the elliptic curve constitutes the secret key K(BS,CH). 

Following the same principle, the keys K(BS,CH*) and K(CH,M)  are established.  
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3.4 SECOND STAGE: ROUTING PHASE 
 

After the first stage, the network is divided into l*m*n clusters in which each sensor knows his 

neighbours. Several virtual paths relying on the BS to each cluster are also created similarly to the 

virtual paths presented in [18]. All these paths meet at the BS thus creating a tree where the BS is 

the root, the nodes are the middle CHs and the leaves are the CH of the most distant clusters.  

Here, the BS has an information to send to all the nodes located in the geocast region. This stage 

is being proceeded in two phases. The goal of the first phase is to discover all the nodes located in 

the geocast region. The second phase consists in sending information from the BS to these nodes. 

Note that the geocast region can be formed by the union of several clusters.  
 

3.4.1 PHASE 1: DISCOVERY OF SENSORS IN THE GEOCAST REGION 
 

The goal for the BS is to transmit data D in a geographic zone B. This phase consists in the 

discovery of nodes located in B. To save energy and reduce the execution time of this phase, let 

us specify that the time is divided into slots S
0
, S

1
... S

n
. If the source wishes to send data to all 

nodes located in the geocast region, then at slot S
i
, it spreads in the direction of the BS an item D, 

constituted of the message and the specifications of the geocast region. D = 

(REQUEST(Message, GeocastRegionCoordinates)). Having received the item, the BS sends a 

message M = SEARCH(GeocastRegionCoordinates, β, K(BS,CH*)) containing the definition of the 

geocast region to all the CH using the key K(BS,CH*) in order to know if they have nodes situated in 

the geocast region specified in the message M. This message is accompanied with a binary 

variable β. Each CH has in its memory an array ∆ of length 2. The first value of the array equals 

to 1 if some of its cluster's members are located in the zone B and 0 in the negative case. The 

second value of the array equals to 1 if the sons of the current CH have nodes in the zone B and 0 

in the negative case. Each CH then sends the message to all its cluster's members by using the key 

K(CH,M)  and using the channel reservation technique [19]. Every node receiving the message 

checks its authenticity. It is informed about the zone B required and then is able to know if it is 

situated in this zone B or not (by using GPS). In the negative case, he makes nothing. In the 

positive case, he puts the binary variable β to 1, then sends a receipt acknowledgement to his CH. 

CHs having received at least a positive answer put the first value of the array ∆ to 1 and forward 

to the BS an item (SEARCH(GeocastRegionCoordinates, K(BS,CH), IDCH, β = 1)). since data are 

forwarded to BS using the same principle than the one presented in [18] (by using virtual paths) 

and the technique of cyclic emission and reception [20], when the message arrives in a cluster, the 

CH makes an operation before forwarding the message. Indeed, when a CH receives the message 

coming from its son, it makes the operation ''logical OR'' on its variable β and the one coming 

from his son. If the result is 1, it puts the value 1 as the second value of the array and 0 if the 

result is 0. At the end of the slot S
i
, if BS received at least one acknowledgement, then it knows 

where to send the D data to be transmitted.  
 

3.4.2 PHASE 2: DATA DIFFUSION 
 

For every sensor having answered the BS during time slot S
i
, and being situated in zone B, the BS 

is able to send the information D to these sensors via their CH using the key K(BS,CH*).  

Firstly, the BS broadcasts the information D in direction of the zone B. Each CH situated in the 

path linking the BS to the zone B checks its array ∆.  
 

1-  If the first and the second value of the array ∆ are 0, then the CH does nothing. 

2-  If the first and the second value of the array ∆ are 1, then the CH broadcasts the message 

D in its cluster using the key K(CH,M) and forwards it to its son in the tree. 
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3-  If the first value is 1 and the second is 0, then the CH broadcasts the message D in its 

cluster using the key K(CH

4-  If the first value is 0 and the second is 1, then the CH doesn't broadcast the message D in 

its cluster and just forward it to its son.
 

The information D is forwarded respecting this principle such as every cluster waiting for the 

information received this information. Then in each cluster, each sensor waiting for the 

information just copies it in its memory.
 

The pseudo-code of our protocol is given by the algorithm
 

4. SECURITY ANALYSIS 
 

Our protocol uses cryptographic keys 

exchanged messages. Indeed, while the clustering algorithm, all the stations use a unique key. 

However, if an attacker wants to know this key he has to solve the discrete logarithm problem 

which is a NP complete problem; therefore the time spent to determine the key is enough.
 

Thereafter, after the clustering stage, the initial key is deleted and new keys are established. Thus, 

the BS establishes a new key with each CH, a new key with all the CHs for m

and each CH establishes a key with all
 

This method of security avoids passive attacks whose goal is to read or update data circulating in 

the network such as passive attacks, injection of messages, deterioration

and message replication. 
 

5. SIMULATION RESULTS 
 

The presented curves are the average of 100 experiments. We made the common assumption that 

two nodes are neighbours if and only if their Euclidean distance is less than 1 km. In o

implementation, the MAC layer is managed in such a way that a node can only receive one 

message at a time with the number of items sets to 1000. To minimize the energy consumption, 

we used integers less than 255; thus, the maximal size of a key is 8 bit
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The information D is forwarded respecting this principle such as every cluster waiting for the 

this information. Then in each cluster, each sensor waiting for the 

information just copies it in its memory.  

code of our protocol is given by the algorithm 1  

 

Our protocol uses cryptographic keys to guarantee authentication and confidentiality on the 

exchanged messages. Indeed, while the clustering algorithm, all the stations use a unique key. 

However, if an attacker wants to know this key he has to solve the discrete logarithm problem 

P complete problem; therefore the time spent to determine the key is enough.

Thereafter, after the clustering stage, the initial key is deleted and new keys are established. Thus, 

the BS establishes a new key with each CH, a new key with all the CHs for messages in broadcast 

and each CH establishes a key with all his cluster's members. 

This method of security avoids passive attacks whose goal is to read or update data circulating in 

passive attacks, injection of messages, deterioration of message, Sybil attacks 

 

The presented curves are the average of 100 experiments. We made the common assumption that 

two nodes are neighbours if and only if their Euclidean distance is less than 1 km. In o

implementation, the MAC layer is managed in such a way that a node can only receive one 

message at a time with the number of items sets to 1000. To minimize the energy consumption, 

we used integers less than 255; thus, the maximal size of a key is 8 bits.  
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If the first value is 1 and the second is 0, then the CH broadcasts the message D in its 

If the first value is 0 and the second is 1, then the CH doesn't broadcast the message D in 

The information D is forwarded respecting this principle such as every cluster waiting for the 

this information. Then in each cluster, each sensor waiting for the 

 

to guarantee authentication and confidentiality on the 

exchanged messages. Indeed, while the clustering algorithm, all the stations use a unique key. 

However, if an attacker wants to know this key he has to solve the discrete logarithm problem 

P complete problem; therefore the time spent to determine the key is enough. 

Thereafter, after the clustering stage, the initial key is deleted and new keys are established. Thus, 

essages in broadcast 

This method of security avoids passive attacks whose goal is to read or update data circulating in 

of message, Sybil attacks 

The presented curves are the average of 100 experiments. We made the common assumption that 

two nodes are neighbours if and only if their Euclidean distance is less than 1 km. In our 

implementation, the MAC layer is managed in such a way that a node can only receive one 

message at a time with the number of items sets to 1000. To minimize the energy consumption, 
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5.1 EVOLUTION OF SENSOR'S ENERGY 
 

The energetic model we use is similar to the one in [21]. Let ET and ER be the energy used for 

the transmissions and the receptions of items in the network respectively. The energetic model of 

Heinzelman and al. is E = ET+ER = a(et+eamp*d
2
) + n*er. Each station initially has 1000J; 5J are 

used to transmit an item and 4j are used to receive an item. The curve in figure 2 presents the 

evolution of our nodes: normal nodes (in black) and CH nodes (in blue).  
 

We can see that the clustering algorithm consume the same energy to all nodes; the variation of 

energy becomes visible while the routing stage. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.  Evolution of sensor’s energy  

 

5.2 NETWORK’S LIFETIME 
 

In order to put forward the efficiency of our protocol, we valued the lifetime of the network and 

we compared it with Myoupo and al. [11]. Figure 3 shows the results. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.  Network’s lifetime  
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The protocol of Myoupo and al. [11] and the one of Bomgni and al. [13] consume more energy 

than our protocol because at the first stage they use the clustering algorithm of Sun and al. [2] and 

the one of Banerjee and al. [22] for the hierarchical clustering. The one of Cuong and al. [4] is 

more efficient than the protocols presented in [11] and [13]; but due to overhead during message 

exchanges, our protocol is better. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

The solution presented in this paper is our secure approach to solving the problem of geocasting 

in a WSN deployed in space. The virtual structure on which our protocol is based allows a 

distributed network usage, and particularly effective use for control always provided by the BS. 

The security solution is a key management function based on elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) 

to generate symmetric keys and solve the key exchange problem between network sensor nodes 

after deployment. It avoids most attacks. In addition to combining the essential aspect of security, 

our protocol is fast and energy efficient.  
 

Despite these encouraging results, several problems still remain. We plan to explore fault tolerant 

for geocast problem in dimension 3, which would ensure that normal stations will receive items in 

a finite time; another long-term perspective would be to create a safe environment for solving this 

problem taking into account that the base station is not the network centre and that it cannot reach 

all nodes. It would also be interesting to study the problem including some mobile nodes in the 

network.  
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